The rise of digital building models has devalued the broad domain of architectural visualization, a former core topic of the domain. At the same time, digital media has opened up new possibilities for interactive and explorative visual representations. Against this background the workshop advocates to rediscover visualization as a distinct topic in the context of architecture and construction. The workshop introduces a method and a theoretic framework for the creation of visual representations from building information models under involvement of architects and engineers as domain experts, and a prototypical implementation, which serves as a proof of concept and allows for the practical application of the method. The workshop presents the prototype based on selected hands-on examples.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Visual representations and presentations have always been core architectural topics. Since the subject of architectural design is overly complex, visualizations are required for architects and engineers to communicate to themselves while designing and constructing as well as to other project participants. However, with the rise of digital building models, the task of creating visual representations has taken a back seat, and so have visualization skills. Nowadays, software tools create drawings, animations, renderings, and diagrams on behalf of the architects and engineers. The specification of visualization details is thus left to user interface designers and software engineers.

Digital media has at the same time opened up new possibilities for representation and spawned the discipline of information visualization, where research from graphics, psychology, human-computer interaction, and computer interaction converges into research on the general question how to visually represent abstract information. Building upon those developments time is ripe to rediscover visualization as a distinct topic in the context of architecture and construction.

METHOD AND THEORETIC FRAMEWORK
At the institute for construction information at TU Dresden we proposed a method and a theoretic framework for the creation of visual representations from building information models under involvement of domain experts. This method allows to specify visualizations using a domain specific lan-
A particular visualization specification is then processed together with a building information model to produce a particular visualization. This way a particular building information model can be represented in different ways, and a particular visualization specification can be reused for multiple building information models as shown in figure 1.

The suggested software architecture of a respective processing application follows the paradigm of the visualization pipeline (Haber 1979). The pipeline model breaks the visualization process into three successive steps: filter, map, and render. Filtering and mapping are general issues of information technologies, which have also been studied in the context of building information models (e.g. Katranuschkov 2000). Since previous work on building information model filtering and mapping exists, visualization generation can be seen as a specific application of these techniques, with a specific target space for the mapping - the space of potential visualizations.

The specifics of the mapping task, the visualization domain and the building information modelling domain allow to narrow down the general purpose mapping concepts. A DSL to describe visualizations has to cover the following concepts: Filters allow to query building information models and to select objects and attributes. These selected parts of the building model are then to be mapped onto visualization objects and their attributes. Simple visualization mappings must be combinable to form more complex mapping specifications.

**PROTOTYP AND DSL IMPLEMENTATION**

Prototypical implementations of both the DSL and the processing application serve as proof of concept and allow for the practical application of the methods. We called the DSL implementation Building Information Style Language (BISL), in reference to other style languages such as the extensible style language (XSL). The processing engine implementation is called Billie, the Building Information Style Engine.

Billie is implemented with a modular architecture according to the visualization pipeline paradigm as shown in figure 2. The modular architecture allows to extend and update single modules such as the visualization models or query languages and engines. Therefore the application acts more like a framework, integrating diverse libraries under a common interface. Since Billie is implemented in Java and runs in a JVM, the dynamic programming language Groovy is used in order to leverage its DSL features.
The prototype can be used as a library to be integrated in other applications or standalone as a commandline application. The parameters to be given to the engine consist of a building model to be visualized and a visualization specification. The visualization specification can either be given as a file written in the BISL DSL or as a precompiled Java archive which is then run dynamically as a service implementation (e.g. Knoernschild 2012).

The DSL elements which are implemented include the most important visualization objects: rectangles, polygons, text, lines, bezier curves, boxes, polyeders. The list of implemented objects is not exhaustive yet. Apart from the spatial properties of objects, their shape and size, the DSL allows to specify temporal properties as changes in time. The combination of simpler visualization specifications to more complex ones may happen in both space or time.

Documentation of both the BISL and Billie can be found at the Github project page [1]. The documentation contains also sample cases with respective DSL code.

**TOWARDS A CONSTRUCTION VISUALIZATION COMMUNITY**

The workshop is intended to present the aforementioned work, but also to foster architectural and construction specific visualization as emerging fields and to constitute a respective community.

Thus, in the workshop, the prototype is first introduced based on given example visualizations and their descriptions. Participants then proceed to cus-
tomize given visualization descriptions and finally design a custom visualization use case from scratch. The visualization use cases serve as a foil for the introduction of technical details, limitations and possibilities for the extension of the framework. The material for the workshop is also used for an online tutorial accessible at the project website.

The examples for the application of the visualization framework produced in the workshop are also documented at the website. The outcome includes conceptual sketches, implementation concepts and partial realizations for visualization techniques developed by the participants. Depending on the mixture of participants, their skills, interest and prerequisites, an extension to the framework may also result from the workshop.

The workshop is rounded off with the presentation and discussion of possibilities to contribute to further development and extension of the framework, and to further research and discourse around building information visualization. To this end, the project website provides software downloads, issue tracking, as well as a wiki and discussion forum.
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